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Opening questions 
1. It's getting harder and harder to find good employees. 

a. False. It's harder to find good managers. 
2. Hiring the right people is the only way to find productive employees. 

a. False. Good managers create productive employees; bad managers destroy them. 
b. Bad managers seem to always be hiring; good managers have good retention. 

  

Summary 
• Good managers use techniques from this training and help people want to become better than 

they already are. 
• Productivity has to do with your systems and understanding of what motivates employees so they 

can feel success on a daily basis. 
• Know where your employees are on the job satisfaction pyramid, because you can help them 

move upward. 
• There cannot be a win if there cannot be a fail. You must define what both are. 
• Build systems of accountability to help people feel successful. 
• Micromanagement robs employees of success, which pushes them into minimum expectations 

mode where they only care about their paycheck (or finding another job). 
• Treat people well every day, and give them room to grow. 
• Listen to peoples' concerns and help resolve them so that people feel heard and valued. 
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The Employee Job Satisfaction Pyramid 
Many studies have shown that on average, money is not the most important thing to an employee. 
  

Maslow's hierarchy of needs  
You need the layer(s) below to achieve current layer or above): 
  

 
• Biological, psychological needs -- food, shelter 
• Safety -- protection, security, order, law 
• Belonging, Love -- family, relationships, work groups 
• Esteem -- achievement, status, reputation, responsibility 
• Self-actualization -- personal growth, fulfillment 

  

Employee job satisfaction pyramid 
  

 
  
If you create an environment where people live at the top of the pyramid, employees will want to be at 
your company. 
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If your programs aimed at upper levels (e.g., recognition) aren't working, that employee may not be 
getting his/her lower levels met. 
  
These levels are not static for an employee. For example, health issues, financial surprises (e.g., 
economic recession), and personal issues can impact where people are in the pyramid. 
  
As a manager, you need the ability to assess where people are so you can adjust your focus. 
  
Exercise to assess management issues: Ask employees, "Do you like your job?" 
• People know how much they will make before accepting the job offer, so pay attention to how 

many people mention money as a concern while on the job. 
• If many employees you ask cite salary as a concern, you may have a management problem. That is, 

"You're not paying me enough money to tolerate coming in to work." 
  
Bad management makes cash the #1 concern; good management pushes cash to the bottom. 
  
If employees are at the top of the pyramid, they perform well, which opens them up to 
promotions/raises, thus reinforcing the layers below. 
 

The Pendulum of Success 
Many managers are afraid to discipline or let their employees fail. This is what leads to letting 
employees get away with whatever they want, or being micromanaged. 
  
If you don't define failure and success, employees go into minimum expectations mode. 
  

Define failure 
Imagine the game of baseball with no rules and no ability to lose. 
• Would it be fun anymore? 
• How would you win? 

  
Alternatively… 
• What if the umpire could change the rules at any time? 
• What if you didn't know the rules when you started playing? 

  
This is what being in the workforce usually feels like! Employees, companies, and managers don't 
understand the importance of failure. 
  
There is no success without the possibility of failure. Good managers understand the power of potential 
failure. 
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If failure isn't defined (or you don't discipline), the pendulum won't move. 
  
If there's no failure, how will you feel about success? Employees need to overcome real things. Empty 
praise has no positive effect: It just sends the message that employees don't need to achieve anything to 
get praise. People eventually figure out the truth anyway (about whether their effort was really worthy 
of praise). 
  
What is failure specifically in your company/project? 
  
Establish systems of accountability 
• What happens when someone fails? 
• Do they get training? Support? Motivation from others? 

  

Define success 
What is this specifically? You need this for everyone in your org chart. 
  
What happens when someone wins? (Remember the recognition layer of the job satisfaction pyramid.) 
  
Do people have the tools to win? 

Systems of Accountability 
A lack of accountability kills motivation. 
  
Establish clear expectations and consequences. 
• What is a win, and how do you achieve it? 
• What is a failure, and what happens afterward? 

  
Remove emotions from the system; otherwise you get favoritism, the blame game, and "I didn't know." 
People can still get upset when they don't win, but put the focus on the system itself. 
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Attributes of a good system 
• Has a start, middle, and end 

o Start from the end (the win) and then work backward to figure out what gets you there 
• Is monitored so you can get feedback 

o How do you know when a win occurs? 
o How will you know when a failure occurs? 

• Can be changed 
o No system or person is perfect 
o Good managers look for improvement, especially from those using the system 
o With that, always listen to feedback; if you ignore it, that system (and trust in you) will be 

worthless 
  
You can't just build a system, roll it out, and then not follow through; otherwise the accountability 
doesn't matter. 
  
Also, don't have a system for its own sake -- it needs to solve a real problem. 
  

Clearly define success 
Shout it from the rooftops (e.g., public dashboard, incentives for hitting milestones) 
  
Focus on wins; celebrate them. Nothing motivates you to pick up the bat more than having just hit a 
home run. 

  
Handle failure with respect on a personal level 
• Don't shout failures from the rooftops 
• Don't talk badly about people 

  
Success must be definable and achievable, otherwise… 
• Destroys productivity 
• Confuses people 
• Makes people not want to try 
• (A stretch goal is okay, but it must still be achievable. Ask: "Do you think you can achieve this? If 

so, how are you going to do that?" This makes the employee feel in control (top of the job 
satisfaction pyramid).) 

  

Proper training 
A lack of providing training is a big failure on management's part. Usually this comes too late -- 
reactive/crisis training. 
  
Being accountable for things you haven't been trained for will make salary the #1 priority for employees 
(back at the bottom of the satisfaction pyramid). 
  
One size doesn't fit all. Good trainers realize people learn differently and will tailor the message. For 
example, some people want to walk around the problem before moving on, others want to jump in and 
experiment. You can't train these people the same way. 
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Not everyone is good at training. The best trainer may even be someone that doesn't actually do the 
thing being trained. 
  
Not everyone can actually do the work they're being trained for. You have to assess the skills, too. If 
they're not up to par, you may need to find a different position for them or let them go. 
  
Training is constant and ongoing. Once is often not enough. 
  

Problems occur 
Most people assume problems should be addressed in the following order: 

1. People 
2. Training 
3. System 

  
This is backward. Assume the system needs tuning. If not, training is probably the issue. If the training is 
good, then address the employee's performance. 
  
Example: If you have a complicated workflow, you can't reasonably expect a 15-minute verbal 
explanation to a new employee will set her up for success. 
  
Alternative: 
• Before hiring: identify the steps in the workflow, simplify if possible, write things down 
• After hiring: provide the documentation, let them observe in person, shadow them while they try 

it, repeat as needed 

Micromanagement 
The fallacy of micromanagement 
"If you want something done right, do it yourself." 
  
This traps you because you can never delegate work to others. 
  
If people can't do anything on their own… 
• You end up doing everything. 
• People won't even try because you'll just take over (and take credit). 
• Staff never fully learn their jobs. 
• You'll have to be everywhere at once. 

  
Smart employees figure out micromanagers very quickly; they will play you (e.g., do things wrong on 
purpose so that you'll leave them alone) and learn to work around you. 
  
Micromanagers need to give correction and always need to be right. 
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Minimum expectations mode 
When employees feel they cannot win because… 
• The manager steps in and does everything 
• The manager is never satisfied 
• Training only occurs in crisis mode. 
• No one knows how to win, so why bother trying. 

  
Minimum expectations mode: Do as little as possible to not get fired and still collect a paycheck. 
  
Managers who let this mode happen… 
• Are always hiring. 
• Blame their staff. 
• Resort to extremes (e.g., yelling). 
• Believe good help is hard to find. 

 

The Power of Positive Interaction 
Your power as a manager 
Exercise: Think back to some of your best managers/teachers/mentors. 
• How did it feel? 
• Did the way they treat you make you work harder? 

  
You can improve (or destroy) people's performance simply by how you treat them. 
  
Give your people room to grow: 
• Treat them better than they are? They will rise (esteem, self-actualization) 
• Treat them the same? They will stay the same (belonging, safety) 
• Treat them worse? They will lower (salary needs) 

  
Don't lie to them (i.e., flattery). 
  
Don't belittle them. 
  
Picture them as people who do always do the right things. 
  
They want to rise to your expectations. 
  
Those above you will see your efforts, which could be beneficial to your career growth. 
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Resolving Concerns 
Skill of concern resolution 
These skills improve the pendulum of success if you can deal with concerns. This skill is useful when 
talking with customers, employees, or handling a disagreement of any kind. 
  

Don't 
• Interrupt 
• Downplay 
• Get emotional 
• Get distracted (e.g., phone, e-mail) 
• Jump to a solution 
• Play the blame game (just listen) 
• Change the subject 

  

Do 
• Ask questions 
• Restate their concern (probably most important) 
• Get the whole story 
• Ask what they feel the solution should be 
• Present solutions 
• Ask if they're satisfied with the solution 
• Follow up 

  

Steps 
1. Listen to the concern 
2. Restate the concern (go back to Step 1 if there's a mismatch) 
3. Ask for a solution 
4. Propose a solution 
5. Ask if the solution is satisfactory (if not, go back to Step 1) 
6. Follow up 

 
 

 


